GardenStax
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Create Versatile Raised Garden to Suit Your Lifestyle with GardenStax
GardenStax

Easy to install

High quality chemical
free heat treated timber
Made in Europe

Sourced from
renewable forestry
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Product

Size

Code

GardenStax Natural Small

800mm(L) x 600mm(W) x
195mm(H)

13905

GardenStax Black Small

800mm(L) x 600mm(W) x
195mm(H)

13906

GardenStax Natural Large

1200mm(L) x 800mm(W) x
195mm(H)

13984

GardenStax Black Large

1200mm(L) x 800mm(W) x
195mm(H)

13983

GardenStax Natural Herb
Small

800mm(L) x 400mm(W) x
195mm(H)

56900

GardenStax Black Herb
Small

800mm(L) x 400mm(W) x
195mm(H)

56901

GardenStax Natural Herb
Large

1200mm(L) x 400mm(W) x
195mm(H)

56898

GardenStax Black Herb
Large

1200mm(L) x 400mm(W) x
195mm(H)

56899

GardenStax
Easy Raised Gardens
ABOUT
Use GardenStax to create a raised garden bed in just minutes! Quick and easy to
install, GardenStax can be assembled to any height or shape that suits you, taking
the back-breaking work out of gardening.
From high-rise apartments, to lifestyle blocks, GardenStax will let you create a
garden anywhere. GardenStax can be used as a vege garden, flower bed, compost
bin, sandpit or as a base for your greenhouse - the options are endless. Install them
straight on the ground, on a pallet, or a wheeled base.
Manufactured in Europe from heat-treated, renewable pine or spruce, GardenStax
is a sustainable solution.

Simple Setup
To install GardenStax, simply hammer the pin into the
joining brackets to connect the sides in the shape you
desire. Stack layers on top by securing the lugs onto
the layer below to create the height you are after, then
fill as required.
We recommend for gardens to insert a weedmat to
prevent weeds from taking over your new garden.
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Get Creative
with GardenStax
Who says you can only build gardens with GardenStax? You could make a pool
toy box, a compost bin or a storage unit. GardenStax comes in natural wood or
stained-black wood. Wanting a different colour? Natural can be painted with a
colour of your choice!
Create a tiered garden or add some flare to your GardenStax by assembling in
different shapes. Attach a base and wheels for greater mobility and unlock the
ability to easily rearrange your outdoor living area.
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